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ABSTRACT
The A-1 Fighter Sight was developed by the Instrumentation
Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, utiliz-
ing conventional single-degree-of -freedom gyros and mechanical
computers.
Since the development of the A-1 Sight, the Instrumentation
Laboratory has developed a new type of single-degree-of-freedom
gyro and a mechanical computer unit whose accuracy, durability
and dependability are superior to any in current use.
This thesis presents analyses of two system configurations
which utilized the new components.
The first configuration, referred to as System Number 1, con-
sisted of the gyro unit alone and utilized the gimbal shaft of the
gyro as a computer shaft. The characteristic equation was of first
order. This system proved to be excellent for generation of pre-
diction angle, but with the equipment used in the laboratory it
was unsatisfactory for tracking. An analytical study showed that
the system would be satisfactory from both prediction and tracking
points of view \»hen the damping coefficient of the gyro was in-
creased.
The second configuration, referred to as System Number 2,
consisted of both a gyro and a computer unit. The gyro was first
considered to receive the angular velocity of the control line
and, with the computer and other components, generate prediction
angle. For this operation, damping was insufficient to give
satisfactory performance. The effect of added damping and the
effect of adding a lead network to exactly cancel the lag intro-
duced by the gyro were studied both analytically and with a
Philbrick electronic simulator. As in the case of System Number
1, additional damping resulted in a satisfactory system. Second,
in an analytical study, the gyro was used in a fully automatic
system for both stabilization and for use in generating prediction
angle.
V^ith the gyro modified to obtain more damping, System Number
1 would be satisfactory as a replacement for the elevation channel
of the A-1 Sight. For manual tracking. System Number 2 would also
be satisfactory with additional damping. System Number 2 is also
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Beginning in 19A-5, the Instrumentation Laboratory of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed a series of
single-degree-of-freedom gyro units and mechanical computer
units whose durability, accuracy, and compactness are far su-
perior to those now in service. The gyro units with microsyn
pickoff and torque generator, and the computers with microsyn
units for pickoff, elastic restraint, and torque generation
are packaged in hermetically sealed, temperature-stabilized
containers. Case damping is present in both the gyro and the
computer units.
Present day fighter aircraft operations take place under
conditions in which the temperature may vary from 120°F to
-6OOF, and the humidity may vary from virtually none to lOOfo
in the space of a very few minutes. These operations occur in
all types of environment from that of carrier decks to desert
airfields.
In view of the fact that the new components have fewer
uncertainties than those in current use, and that their per-
formance and durability are not affected by dust, humidity, or
temperature changes, it was considered desirable to investigate
the possibility of incorporating them in a redesign of the A-1
Lead-Computing Fighter Gunsight,
The A-1 Sight is described in a report entitled "Detailed
Theory and Computations for the A-1 Sight for the Control of
Gunfire from Fixed Guns, Rocketfire, and Bombing from Aircraft",
Volumes I and II, together with a complete analysis of the fire
control problem mechanized. In this study, no attempt v/as made
to create aiid analyze additional fire control problems, but
rather to investigate the improvement in performance of the A-1
bight resulting from use of these newly developed components.
For the study, two system configurations were employed.
The first, an analysis of which appears in Chapter II, utilized
a gyro unit alone with computations being made directly on the
gimbal shaft. The theory and operation of such a system is
fully described in "Detailed Theory and Computations for the
Control of Gunfire from Fixed Guns, Rocketfire, and Bombing
from Aircraft". The second system configuration was so arranged
that the gyro could either be used to receive angular velocity
of the control line as an input and operate with the remaining
components to generate prediction angle, or be used in a fully
automatic system for both stabilization and generation of pre-
diction angle. An analysis of this second configuration appears
in Chapter III.
Limitations were imposed by the fact that the equipment
employed in this s Ludy consisted of components already in
existence, and no attempt was made to tailor equipment to the
problem. However, with this equipment, it was possible to
prove the princi|,)les involved and to determine design specifi-
cations of components required for a production configuration.
The equipment used in this study is described in Appendix A.
This investigation was restricted to the elevation channel,
due to limited time and equipment availability.
CHAPTER II
SYSTEM USING GYRO ONLY
1. Introduction
In the elevation channel of the A-1 Sight, as described in
reference (1), torque as such was transmitted through the gyro
linkage to a separate computer shaft. Torques were summed on this
computer shaft, and a voltage corresponding to the resultant angle
was picked off and fed into the indicating system. A functional
diagram of this arrangement is shown on Fig. II-l,
Since the single-degree-of-freedom gyro had a signal gen-
erator and a torque generator mounted on the gimbal shaft, it was
considered advisable to investigate the possibility of summing
torques there, ie., using the gimbal shaft of the gyro as the com-
puter. Accordingly, that configuration whose functional diagram
appears on Fig. II-2 was set up in the laboratory.
Description and performance of the components appears in
Appendix A.
It may be noted that the only inputs to the system of Fig. II-2
are range and angular velocity of the control line. In a final or
production configuration, altitude and superelevation would be
additional inputs. Since appropriate networks were not available
and since the principle of the configuration could be proved with-
out them, these inputs were not introduced.
2. Equations for the System.
For the system of Fig. II-2, the following equations were
obtained:
\ = ^tg - ^g ^g (^^-1)




^(tg) = 2(tg amp)[ e;i2] %^
=
^(tg amp)[e;i^] \[e;e]
2(amp)[e;e] ^(sg)[A;e] ^g ^^^"^^
Substituting (II-4) in (II-2)
,
^^CL \[W;M] = ^(tg)[i^;M] ^(tg amp)e;i^ %[e;e]





























































FIG. II-2. FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF SYSTM NO. 1,
Defining S^^^^^^.j^^^







^s = ^i[e;P]^sg = ^i[A;P]^g
^s = ^i[A;P]^g





















and substituting in (11-10)




























WcL [1 + [(SN) + 1] Spj^.pj p]
Substituting (11-15) in (11-12),
p . ^P[W;P] (Wtl - Ps)
(11-16)
Combining (11-14) and (11-16)
n Wp, 1 + [(SN) + 1] S„r^.„i p
Tracking Ratio = TR = -^^ = -^^ =
^
.
^ P[W,P] ^ (^.i^,
TL W^L 1 + (SN) Sp^^.p^ p.
3. Description of Laboratory Setup.
A power pack for supplying 400 cps current for signal gen-
erator excitation and 400 cps, 3 phase voltage for driving the
gyro wheel was obtained by using a 400 cps fork, a linear amp-
lifier and a phase splitting network, the circuit diagram of
which is shown on Fig. II-3. The 3 phase voltage was controlled
by the gain of the linear amplifier, and was set at 12 volts, as
recommended for the gyro wheel drive. The output from the fork
was run through a phasing network and a second linear amplifier
for exciting the signal generators.
The single-degree-of-freedom gyro v/as mounted on a rate
table, with which angular velocities of the control line could be
simulated. The output from the signal generator was fed through
a third linear amplifier into the range box. The range box was
simply a potentiometer, with the wiper position calibrated for
range as described below. The output from the range box was fed
into the torque generator amplifier, whose output energized the
torque generator on the gimbal shaft.
The output of the first linear amplifier was used as a
reference voltage in the torque generator amplifier. The ex-
citation to the signal generator was phased with this reference
voltage by means of the phasing network mentioned above.
The output from the signal generator on the gimbal shaft
was also fed into the indicating system of the A-1 Sight. This
indicating system consisted of the servo amplifier and sight head,
as described in reference (1).
Reference voltage to the servo amplifier of the A-1 Sight
was obtained from the gyro wheel drive. It was fed into the stator
of an autosyn, and the output of the autosyn was amplified to 28
volts. The signal generator in the sight head was excited in
series with that on the gyro gimbal shaft, and the reference vol-
tage was phased with the sight head signal generator output by
rotating and locking the rotor of the autosyn.
4. Determination and Adjustment of Sensitivities.
Certain of the system sensitivities were determined in the
manner described in Appendix A, They are:
o
^grw-Ml ^ -1^10 dyne-cm-sec/radian (11-16)
^(sg)[A;e] = 32mv/mr (11-19)
^(tg)[i2;M] = ^^ dyne-cm/(ma)2 (11-20)

The remaining sensitivities were obtained in the manner
described below:
Indicating System Sensitivity:
The single-degree-of -freedom gyro on the rate
table was rotated at various angular velocities,
and voltage of the signal generator output and pre-
diction angle, P
,
were measured and recorded.
Values obtained appear in Table II-l.* From these
values Fig, II-4 was plotted, and the slope was
measured. From Fig. II-4,
S.rg.p. = 118 mr/volt (11-22)
S.jA;P] = Si[e;pf(sg)[A;e] ^^1-23)
= 118 X .032
= 3.77 mr/mr
The gyro unit used in this study had available
)f travel. V/ith S.r . .p-i =
prediction angle possible ' is
3.77 X 3.5 = 13.2° or 245.5 mr.
Damping Coefficient:
3.5" o 3.77, the maximum
The damping coefficient of the gyro, C
,
was
measured directly by applying known torques and
measuring the angular rate output. By this method,
C = 58.6 dyne-cm-sec (11-24)
g mr
Amplifier Sensitivity:
For minimum range of 1200 feet at sea level, for
Wp-j. = 52.36 mr/sec, from reference (1) the theoretical
prediction angle
Ps(corr) = 19.6 mr
Since Si tA;P]- 3.77, ^^ =^ » 5.2 mr
In steady state, M^ =
^ (^r) [k;Vitg
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Since Sgj,.^.j^j= .1 X 10 = .1 z 10
dyne-cm-sec
mr
M_ = 52.36 X .1 X 10^
g
= 5.236 X 10^ dyne-cm
From (II-5a), using values tabulated above and
S„
r «i = 1.0, or potentiometer setting all out,
^(er)[A;M] " ^(tg)[i2;M] ^(tg arap)[e;i2] ^R [e;e] ^ (amp)[ e;e] ^ (sg)[ A;e ]
= 40 X .329 X 1 X 3/ ^^x. .^1 ^ „5
vamp; I e ;ej x 32
= 421.12 S/ 1 r 1(amp)[e;e]
Then




This sensitivity was set by measuring input and output
voltages.
5. Prediction Performance of System
'jVhen the sensitivities of the components of the system had
been determined and/or adjusted, angular rates of the rate table
corresponding to W-, were put into the system, and the prediction
angles were measured by noting the movement of the reticle image on
the inner surface of a section of a sphere of 1 meter radius, located
1 meter from the sight head.
Prediction angle versus V/^, at ranges of 1200 feet, 1800 feet
and 2400 feet was so obtained. Ranges were changed by using the
potentiometer contained in the range box as a voltage divider. The
values of prediction angle versus '.V^, at the various ranges are tab-
ulated in Table II-2, together with P , as obtained from ref-
(corr)
erence (1). Variations of P and P with W^t are plotted on
^ ^(corr) ^^
Fig. II-5 and variations of P and P with range are plotted
^ ^(corr)
on Fig. II-6. From these figures it may be seen that the accuracy
of the system is very good. Higher accuracy could have been obtained
11
by vibrating the sight head to decrease the effects of coulomb
friction in the mirror pivots.




(SN) = [ 1£
*P[W;P]
- 1








With the equipment in the laboratory
r, dyne-cm-sec




S r.„ ..1 =0.1 X 10





0.1 X 10^ X 3.77
- 0.845
- 1
which is unsatisfactory, since for good tracking the (SN) should
be 0.2.
For correct prediction, S.r
,
.pi is fixed at 3.77 mr/mr.
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performance, from Eng. Memo. No. 6411-H-2 (revised) . (5).
The value of the remaining quantity, C
,
required for a (SN) of
0.2 for the system is determined below,
C
g
0.2 = - 1
.377 X 10^
C = 1.2 X .377 X 10^
g
rz dyne-cm-sec
= .452 X 10*^
3A C of 0.452 X 10 could not be obtained with the gyro
used in the laboratory, because of the temperature-viscosity
characteristics of the damping fluid. It could be obtained by
use of density 1.0 damping fluid, however, which would entail re-
design of the gyro float and container.
7. Tracking Performance of System.
In Paragraph 6 above it has been shov/n that the system as
used in the laboratory was unsatisfactory for tracking, by the
(SN) criterion. In addition, it was considered advisable to ex-
amine the tracking ratio under both laboratory conditions and the
condition with a density 1.0 damping fluid, with
r, dyne-CE-sec






1 -^ <2N) Sp^,,.pjp




1 - 0.317p (11-27)











































Variation of TR with frequency is tabulated in Table II-3
and is plotted on Fig. II-7. It is evident from Fig. II-7 that
the system as used in the laboratory is unsatisfactory for
tracking, as noted in paragraph 6 above, and that increasing the
3
C to 0.452 X 10 dyne-CEi-sec/mr will give optimum TR.
8. Conclusions
The performance of the system in computation and in pre-
diction was satisfactory, as is shown on Figs. II-4 and II-5.
The tracking performance of the system as used in the lab-
oratory was unsatisfactory, as is shown in paragraph 7 above and
on Fig. II-6, due to insufficient damping in the gyro unit.
Additional damping would make the system satisfactory from
both prediction and t racking points of view. The damping coef-
ficient required for satisfactory performance is 0.452 x 10
dyne-cm-sec/mr and could not be obtained with the gyro unit which
was used. This damping coefficient could be obtained by re-
designing the float and case, and using density 1.0 damping fluid.
Since redesign was not possible in the time available for
this study, the configuration of System No. 2 was assembled.
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CHAPTER III
SYSTEM NO . 2 USING BOTH THE GYRO UNIT AND THE COMPUTER UNIT
1. Introduction
In Chapter II it may be seen that System No. 1, if provided
with additional damping, would serve as an adequate replacement for
the elevation channel of the A-1 Sight. Since all computation was
made on the gyro gimbal shaft, however, the gyro could not be used
for stabilization in a fully automatic system.
Accordingly, a configuration using a gyro unit and the sep-
arate computer unit which is described in Appendix A was assembled.
A functional diagram of that configuration, hereinafter referred to
as System No. 2, is shown on Fig. III-l.
no. III-l. rOKCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF STSTBJ NO, 2.
A fully automatic system utilizing oystem No. 2 as a com-
ponent appears as Fig. III-2. One requirement of any such system
is that it permit manual tracking, as well as function automat-




2. Equations of the Systen.
For System No. 2, as shovm in Fig. III-l, the basic equa-
tions are:
W/^T^S *,r.wx = C„A„ + S,,.„,,2...A^.. . (ni-1)(CL)^g(W;M) = ^g^'g ^ ^(tg)g(i^M)^ (tg)
^(sg) - S(sg)(A;e)Ag (in-2)
2
^tg) = S(tg^^p)(g.i2)e(gg)g (111-3)
^c = S(^^)^ (^ i2.M) i^(er) ^c - ^^'a^ or (III-5)
^c = ^(er)c(A;M)^c ^ ^c ^c
^c =%g)c{A;e)\ ("^-6)
^i(A;P)
differentiating equation (III-7) givec




(III-7) and (III-8) in(III-5) gives
C














[SR] 2.p. = V?P)'(tg)c(i2;M) (jn.ll)
^(er)(A;M)
Then equation (III-9) becomes,
(CT)c Ps - Ps = tSR](.2.p) i]^) (in.l2)
from which,
[(CT) D+1]
Equations (III-2) and (III-3) in (III-l) gives,
C.
g
S(tg)g(i2;M) S(tg amp)(e;i2) S(sg)g(A;e)
A„ + A„
g g






(CT)g = e (in-15)
S(tg)g(i2;M) ^(tg amp)(e;i2) S(sg)g(A;e)
[SR](WA) = ^-^^^^^ ^ni-16)
S(tg)g(i2;M) S(tg amp)(e;i2) S(sg)g(A;e)
Then equation (III-14) becomes,
fron which,
A = ^'^V'^) w,.,, (m-18)
"g [(CT)gP + 1] (CL)
Equations (III-13) and (III-3) in (III-2) gives,
tSRW;i2)






Equation (III-19) into (III-13) gives.
P^ = ^^-^ ^^!^^^^ W,^, V or (ni-20)





W(CL) [(CT)gP + l][(CT)^p+l]
For tracking considerations:
CL = TL + Pg (ni-22)
Differentiating equation (111-22)
W(CL) = W(TL) - K (ni-23)
. Equation (III-23) in (III-21) gives,
p = S(W;P) tW(TL) - Ps ]
^ [(CT)gP + l] [(CT)^p+ 1
from which,
S(W?P)
W(TL) 1 ^ t(CT)g + (CT)j, - Sp^.p)] p -H (CT)g (CT)^, p^
(in-24)
(ni-25)
(TR) = CL ^ _JCL1 ^ (CL) s_ (ni-26)
'^^
^(TL) ^s ^(TL)
Equations (III-21) and (III-25) in (III-26) gives,
W^C^^)
_
CL _ 1 -^ [(CT)g -^ (CT)J p -^ (CT)g (CT)^ p^
^(TL)
~ TL " 1 + [(CT)g + (CT)^ - Sp(^.p)]p + (CT)^ (CT)^ p
j^(ni-27)
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3. Description of Laboratory Setup.
The power pack, described in Chapter II, was used for driv-
ing the gyro wheel, for supplying reference voltages and for ex-
citing the signal generators.
The output of the gyro signal generator was fed into the
torque generator amplifier, the output of which energized the
first torque generator on the computer in series with the torque
generator on the gyro unit.
Range input was obtained from a 300 volt B+ supply, and was
set by means of a potentiometer in series with the elastic re-
straint generator of the computer.
The output from the computer signal generator, a voltage
proportional to prediction angle, was fed into the servo ampli-
fier of the A-1 Sight.
Phasing of the reference voltage for the servo amplifier
with the sight head signal generator output voltage was accom-
plished in the same manner as described in Chapter II.
As in System No. 1, altitude correction was a modification
of range input. In the laboratory, this modification was accom-
plished by a change in the range potentiometer setting. Curv-
ature correction, had it been taken into accoxint, could have been
made utilizing the second torque generator of the computer unit.
4. Determination and Adjustment of System Sensitivities.
The various component sensitivities shown in equations
(III-l) through (111-27) were taken from Appendix A or were
measured directly from the physical equipment of the laboratory
setup. The damping coefficients of the gyro unit and the com-
puter unit were measured by putting known torques into the units
and measuring the angular rate output. By this method, C was
found to be 58.6 dyne-cm-sec /mr and C to be 130 dyne-cm-sec/mr.
The sensitivity of the indicating system for voltage in,
prediction angle out was measured directly by noting the angular
displacement of the light spot, P
,
for various input voltages to
the sight head servo amplifier. These measurements are shown in
Table III-l and Fig. III-3.
A tabulation of sensitivities, coefficients, and charac-
teristic times used in this analysis are shown in Table III-2.
The range and altitude function inputs were added to the
system by varying the excitation current to the elastic res-
traint gene-rator by means of a potentiometer in the 300 volt d.c.
supply line. The amount of excitation current necessary for the
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5. Prediction Performance of the System.





that from the standpoint of generating the proper prediction
angle for various angular rate inputs, the system can never be-
come unstable.
Using values shown in Table III-l, the amplitude ratio and
phase angle of equation (III-21) were plotted versus angular fre-
quency for three different ranges at sea level. For these plots
which verify the stability of the prediction system, see Figs.
III-4 and III-5.
Experimental data was also taken for prediction angle versus
input angular rates for various ranges both at sea level and
16,000 feet. These data are shown in tabular form in Tables III-6
and III-7, and are plotted in Figs. III-6 and 111-7* From Figs.
III-6 and III-7, cross plots were made of S (^.pj versus R .
These cross plots are shown in Figs. III-6 and III-9. The experi-
mental curves of Figs. III-6 and III-9 are compared with the
theoretical curves and appear to agree very well, showing that the
system behaves satisfactorily in prediction.
6. Performance of the System for Manual Tracking.
It can be seen upon examination of equation
CL 1 + [(CT)g + (CT)^] p + (CT)g (CT)j. p^
TL 1 + [(CT)g + (CT)^
-Sp(W;P)l P "^ ^^"^^g ^^"^^c P^
(ra-27)
that the system v;ill be unstable in tracking when
S_ > [(CT) + (CT) ] . Therefore, it appears logical to
P(W;P) S °
establish tracking stability criteria by defining a "damping-ratio
ratio" such that,
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FIG. iri-6. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PREDICTION ANGLE VS.
INPUT ANGULAR VELOCITY FOR VARIOUS RANGES AT SEA
LEVEL, SYSTE1-! NO. 2.
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(DRR) = [ 1 -
[ (CT)^^\cV) ] ^ (m-28a)
Then if (DRR) < 0, the syaten is unstable for tracking, but if
(DRR) > 0, the system is stable for tracking. In the light of
this criteria, equation (III-27) indicates that the tracking
system is unstable at all but the lowest range. The stability
criteria are also substantiated by Fig. III-IO in which (DRR)
is plotted versus range. It is noted that (DRR) becomes neg-
ative at a range of approximately 860 feet, and therefore the
system becomes unstable in tracking at this point. These
stability criteria are further substantiated by tests made on
the i^hilbrick electronic simulator as described in the next
sub-section of this Chapter.
As a remedy for the tracking instability shown above, let
a (DRR) of -t- 0.1 at a range of 6000 feet be required. This re-
quirement would necessitate a gyro characteristic tine of 2.9
seconds and a consequent gyro damping coefficient of 1220
dyne-cm-sec/mr or roughly twenty times the present C , Such a
G is obviously impossible to obtain with the density 2.0 damp-
ing fluid presently in use in the gyro unit, and could only be
realized by use of density 1.0 damping fluid plus an extensive
redesign of the gyro float and case.
However, if the damping coefficient of the computer, C
,
were increased so that.
1190
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If such is the case, it is seen from Table III-IO and Fig. III-IO
that (DRR) is always positive, and therefore the system will be
stable in tracking at all ranges. In order that (CT) = S ,
C must be increased from 130 dyne -cm- sec /mr to 297.5
dyne-cm-sec/mr. This might be accomplished by reducing the stabil-
ization temperature of the computer unit, but it is more likely
that density 1.0 fluid plus redesign of the computer unit will be
required.
Another method for obtaining tracking stability would consist
of the insertion of a lead network into the system v/hich would ex-
actly cancel the lag term introduced by the gyro unit. Such a pro-
cedure would result in a return to a first-order, "ideal" system for
which a stability number could be defined. However, insertion of
the lead network would permit some undesirable, high frequency noise
to leak into the system, so some sort of filter circuit must be pro-
vided to eliminate such effects. Also, a large increase in computer
damping must be realized for such a system to be stable in tracking,
an increase only obtainable by redesign of the computer unit and the
use of density 1.0 damping fluid.
The equations for the resulting first-order system are:
^SN) Sp(w,p) Ps -^ Ps = Sp(W,P) W(TL) (ni-30)
where (SN) is defined as,
(CT)^









Then for systen stability, it is seen that the control line
must lead the tracking line so the stability number, (SN), must
be greater than zero. If such is the case, it can be seen from
equation (III-31) that (CT) must be greater than S in
° P(W;P)
order to have stability in tracking.
However, since the (SN) of the system as it stands now is
-0.56; to obtain an (SN) of i- 0.2 and a stable tracking system,
a C of 357 dyne -cm- sec /mr would be required, meaning again a
redesign of the computer unit and a shift to density 1.0 damping
fluid.
If a step input in
''"^inn] is put into the system, then;
(SN + 1) S ^ p^ P + 1
W/rTx(P) = — ^^^^^
^,
(m-33)
^^^^ p [(SN) Sp(^^p) p + 1
from which the transient response,
^'^^cl)^*^' ^^
WrPT.(t) = [l .-^ e ^'^^'P(W,P) ] (ni.34)(CL) (SN)
Then at t =
''(CL)(t) = ' *
-^ <'n-«='
From equations (III-34) and (III-35) , it can be seen that for a
step input in '^iim) ^"^ positive values of stability number, the
response,
'>'^(cl)» J'-^^Ps
immediately to a peak leading W,^x
,
gradually decaying exponentially to the step function in W/r^j^p
Thus it is seen that ^^ini) leads ''hrm) ^^^ all times as it should
for stable tracking. This stability is substantiated in the
next sub-section of this Chapter.
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7. Simulated Performance of System No. 2 in Tracking,
In order to substantiate the stability criteria in track-
ing established in the preceding sub-section, the tracking
problem for System No. 2, both for the "ideal" case and for the
case using the gyro unit and the computer, was set up on the
Philbrick Electronic Simulator at the Instrumentation Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A discussion of the
results obtained follows.
The equation for the ideal case, (111-32), was mechanized
as shown in Fig. III-ll using an add box, an integration box and
two coefficient boxes. A step input in W^^^^^j was then put into
the system, and the transient response,
^"'^/plI^^^' ^'^^ various
values of stability niomber was viewed by means of a cathode ray
oscilloscope. Photographs of the input and output of this system
are shown in Figs. III-13 through 111-17. It can be seen from
these photographs that for a step input in W/rpr \ , the response
leads the input quantity for all positive values of (SN) ; and
therefore the system is stable in tracking. It can also be noted
[v//p, »] = [l -f ] in each case, a fact established mathemat-
^^^' (SN)
ically in the preceding sub-section. For (SN) = and for neg-
ative values of (SN), it was observed that the system was
definitely unstable.
The equation for the system using both the gyro unit and
the computer, (III-27), was mechanized as shown in Fig. III-12
using two lag boxes, a coefficient box, a derivative box and an
add box. A step input in '^ttm\ was then put into the system,
and the transient response,
^^(cl)^^^' ^°^ various conditions
was viewed by means of the cathode ray oscilloscope. Photo-
graphs of the input and output for this system are shown in
Figures III-18 through III-30.
Figure III-18 shows the system response for a step input
in W/mr \ at a range of 600 feet using system coefficients and
sensitivities established in Table III-2. ^-Ithough there are
some second order oscillations present in the response curve due
mainly to insufficient damping in the gyro unit, it is considered
that the system is stable at this range as predicted in the pre-
ceding sub-section, since the control line leads the tracking
line initially, and then oscillates about the tracking line be-
fore settling down to its steady state value. Figure III-19
shows the system response at a range of 850 feet just before be-
coming unstable. This instability was also predicted by the
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FIG. Ill- 16
^/Ql^\ RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W^^L) FOR FIRST ORDER
SYSTEM NO. 2, (SN) = 0.8;




























Figures III-20 through III-22 show the effect on the system
response of increasing the characteristic time of the computer
until it is equal to S ,^.p, holding (CT) constant at 0.14
seconds as before. This procedure, in effect, increases the
damping of the computer to 297.5 dyne-cm-secs/mr as previously
discussed. Upon examination of Figs. III-20 through III-22, it
is noted that as the range is increased, the amplitude of the
second order oscillations is also increased, meaning that the
(DRR) is approaching zero as shown in Fig. III-IO. Then it can
be seen that the system is stable in tracking at all practical
ranges but approaches instability as the range increases.
Figures III-23 through III-25 show the effect of holding
(CT) = o (^.p\ and increasing the damping of the gyro unit so
that the gyro characteristic time is increased to 0..70 seconds.
It can be noted that the increase in the amplitude of the second
order oscillation, as range is increased, is not so pronounced
as in the previous case, indicating that the (DRR) is not ap-
proaching as close to zero for the same range in both cases.
This fact can be verified by examing the (DRR) equation,
^P(W;P)
(DRR) = 1 -r 1 (in-28a)
'(CT)g+(CT)^
where S /^.pj = (CT)^ for both cases, and (CT) i < (CT) ?•
Figures III-26 through III-30 show the effect of increas-
ing the gyro damping so that (CT) increases accordingly to 0.70
seconds, while allowing (CT) and ^r.iu.T>\ to vary in the manner
shown in Table III-2. Thus it is shown that by increasing the
gyro damping coefficient to five times its original value, the
range at which system instability occurs is increased. In this
case the (DRR) becomes zero and consequent system instability
occurs at a range of approximately 2700 feet. It was shown in
sub-section 6 that to insure a (DRR) of + 0,1 at a range of
6000 feet, thereby realizing stability in tracking for the
system throughout the practical range of the A-1 Sight, an in-
crease in the gyro damping coefficient to approximately twenty
times its original value would be required.
Figure III-30 is given here to show the transient res-
ponse output of prediction angle for a step input in W/m^j , and
to show that it also has a stable response at a range of 600 feetj








ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2
Rq = 850 FT.;
(CT) = 0.14 SEC;
(CT)^ = 0.106 SEC;









(CT) = 0.14 SEC
(CT),
'P(W, P) = 0.275 SEC
FIG. III-21
^fQl^) RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W,^L) ^^^ SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2,
Rq = 1800 FT.
;
(CT) = 0.14 SEC;























(CT) = 0.70 SEC.
(CT),
'p(W, P) = 0.375 SEC,
FIG. in-24
^/Ql^) RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W,^L) ^^^ SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2,
Rq = 1800 FT.;
(CT)„ = 0.70 SEC;





IN W,^j^. FOR SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2
Rq = 2400 FT.
;
(CT)g = 0.70 SEC;
(CT)^ = 0.0612 SEC:
*P(W, P) = 0.14 SEC
FIG. III-26
W,(.L) RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W/^j_^v FOR SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2,













ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2
R, 1200 FT.;
(CT) = 0.70 SEC;
(CT)^ = 0.164 SEC;
*P(W, P) 0.375 SEC
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FIG. Ill -28
^/Ql^\ RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W^^L) FO^ SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2,
R^ = 1800 FT.
;
(CT) = 0.70 SEC;
(CT)^ = 0.28 SEC;













(CT)^ = 0.41 SEC.
*P(W, P) = 0.938 SEC
FIG. m-30
Pg RESPONSE TO STEP
IN W,^L) FO^ SECOND
ORDER SYSTEM NO. 2,
Rq = 600 FT.
;
(CT) = 0.14 SEC;
(CT)^ = 0.0612 SEC;
Sp(w,p) = 0.140 SEC.
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6, Performance of the System for Automatic Tracking.
From the functional diagram of the automatic tracking system,
Fig. III-2, it can be seen that the system can be changed from auto-
matic to manual tracking using the double-throw switch as required
by the pilot.
For manual tracking, the system has been analyzed in sub-section
6 above. For automatic tracking the system equation^ are:
(C)TL = LS - TL (m-36)
TL = CL - P^ (m-37)
CL
= [PF]Lcs(e;CL) «(sg) ^^'^^^
«(sg) = S(sg)g(A;e) \ (^"39)
Sg(W;M) W(CL) = ^OA ^g - C^A^ . S^,^^^^^,^^i^,^^ (m-40)
4g) = S(tgamp)(e;i2)^(tk) ^^'^D
^(tk) = «(tsg) + ^Pg (°I-42)
_





(CT)y^ = ^(tmp)(e;e) ^^_^^^
^(tmi)(e;e)
S(tg)c(i2;M) \tg) = S(gj.)^.(^.M) A^ + C^ A^ (m-45)
Ps = S.(^.p) A^ (ni-46)
"P„ = SpJP;e)PPs (^-4^)
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^f
( S(tg amp)(e;i2) [^^]g{i^;e) [P^l(LCS)(e;CL) [PF]pg(W;e) )
is made equal to 1.0, then the tracking loop is independent of the
computer loop. Using this condition and solving the above equations,





[(CT)g p ^ 1] - [PF](LcS)(e;CL)Sg(W;e)
) (m-48)







TL [(CT)^ p + l][SR](i2.^ - p[SR](i2.pj
Define:
^P(W,P) = tS^](W;i2) [SR](i2.p) as before,
then equation (in-49) becomes,
PL (SN + 1) S^/w.p\ P + 1±t. = ±!l^^jE1
. (m-50)
TL (SN) Sp^^.p) p + 1
Equation (III-50) represents a return to the first order system
for which the optimum stability number is again + 0.2. The stability
number as defined in equation (III-31) can then be adjusted to op-
timum setting by varying [SR]/.2,TJ^ defined in equation (III-llJ.
Upon examination of Fig. III-2, it is seen that the feedback
voltage proportional to f is necessary in order to effectively sep-
arate the tracking loop from the computer and allows the gyro unit to
operate in the stabilization channel only. The integration in the
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radar circuit is to integrate out any velocity errors that the sys-
tem picks up and effectively provide smoothing in the circuit.
Due to lack of equipment and time, actual tests were not made
with the automatic system, but its similarity to workable existing
fire control systems indicates it is an effective and practical
system.
9. Conclusions.
For manual tracking, it was shown in the preceding analysis
that System No. 2 was unstable at all but the shortest range. In
as far as generation of prediction angle was concerned, the system
was satisfactory.
In order to obtain stability in manual tracking, several
courses may be taken.
First, the characteristic time of the computer can be made
equal to
^P(>/.p) by increasing C^ to 297.5 dyne-cm-sec/mr. The
higher damping coefficient could not be obtained with density 2.0
damping fluid, but would require use of density 1.0 damping fluid
with consequent redesign of float and case. Additional tracking
stability would result from increasing C so that (CT) v/ould be
S g
0.7 sec. As in the case of the computer, such an increase would
require density 1.0 damping fluid and gyro float and case redesign.
A ftossible second course would be to leave C at its current
value, and increase C to 1220 dyne-cm-sec/mr. Such an increase
would again require use of density 1.0 damping fluid and redesign
of gyro float and case.
A third alternative involves the insertion into the system of
a lead network which exactly cancels t he lag term introduced by the
gyro. This would lead to effectively a first order system, for which
a (iaN) of 0.2 would be obtained by increasing C to 357 dyne-cm-sec/mr.
As in the first alternative, such an increase in C^ would require use
of density 1.0 damping fluid and redesign of the computer float and
case.
For automatic tracking, it is shown in equation (III-50) that
stability in tracking depends chiefly upon the stability number,
iiince the proper stability number of + 0.2 is not obtainable using
the present computer, it is recommended that this unit be redesigned
for the use of density 1.0 damping fluid, provided this system is to




1. System No. 1
As may be seen from Figs. II-4 and 5 the performance of
System No. 1 in generating the proper prediction angle is sat-
isfactory. With the gyro used in the laboratory, however, the
system was unsatisfactory for tracking because of low stability
number.
In paragraph 6 of Chapter II, the stability number,




(SN) - e 1
Sg[W;M]Si[A;P]
and for the system as used in the laboratory (SN) was negative.
Of these quantities, S^^.pj may be thought of as the
"angular gain" between the gimbal Shaft and the mirror in the
sight head. Since the uncertainty in prediction is the un-
certainty of the indicating system plus the product of the
uncertainty in girabalangle and Sj^^.p), it wqs desirable that
^i(A'P) ^® ^^ small as possible. Maximum prediction angle,
Pg, 13 determined by aeroplane geometry, and for current
operational fighters is a pproximately 15°. In this way
2i(A-P) is fixed by maximum Pg and the available gimbal shaft
angle and a maximum Pg of 13.2°, Si(A.p) was 3.77.
With the equipment used in the laboratory, Sg(v/.M) was
0.1 X 10^ dyng-cm-sec with negligible uncertainty. Sg(W;M)
could have been reduced to 0.05 x 10^ dVPe-cm-sec ^y use
radian '
of 200 cps voltage for driving the wheel, but since the un-
certainty would have been greater, it was not desirable to
do so.
The remaining quantity which could be adjusted to give
a (SN) of 0.2, considered optimum for tracking, was the damp-
ing coefficient of the gyro, C . As is shown in paragraph 6
of Chapter II the C required for a (SN) of 0.2 was .452 i 10*^
dyne-cm-sec/mr. Fig. II-6 shows the variation of tracking
ratio, TR, with frequency for a C of .452 x 10^ dyne-cm-sec/mr
and indicates that under that condition the system is very
nearly ideal.
From the results contained in this thesis, it is con-
cluded that the principle employed in System No. 1 is feasible
and workable.
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If this principle is to be utilized in a redesign of
the A-1 Sight, it is recommended that the float and case of the
3ii;gle-degree-of-freedom gyro unit be redesigned so as to
enable density 1.0 damping fluid to be used, in order that
tracking performance will be satisfactory.
2. System No. 2
It may be seen from Figs. III-6 and III-7 , that the per-
formance of System No. 2 in generating the proper prediction
angle is satisfactory.
However, with the equipment as set up in the laboratory,
the system proved to be \insatisfactory for manual tracking at
all but the lowest range due to insufficient system damping.
It has also been shown in this analysis that several
courses may be taken in order to remedy this tracking in-
stability in the system.
First, the damping coefficient of the computer can be
increased from 130 dvne-cm-sec to 297.5 dYPg-CPi-seg, and to
i-adian radian
improve the system stability still further, the damping
coefficient of the gyro can be increased from 5^.6 dyne-gm- sec
milliradians
to 293 dyne-cm-§9C . Both changes, however, would entail
milliradian
a complete redesign of the units plus t he use of density 1.0
damping fluid.
Second, the computer damping coefficient can remain at
1-^Q <^yP^-Cffl-seC provided the gyro damping coefficient were
milliradians
increased to 1220 <^Yne-Cffl-s$c . This procedure would again
milliradians
mean a redesign of the gyro unit and a shift to density 1.0
damping fluid.
Third, a lead network can be inserted into the system
which would cancel t he first order lag term introduced by the
gyro unit, effectively reducing the system to one of first
order. However, for this system to be s table in tracking, the
damping coefficient of the computer would have to be in-
creased to 357 dyne-cm-sec/mr, again requiring extensive re-
design of equipment. Also smoothing circuits would probably
have to be incorporated into the system in order to elininate
noise effects introduced by the insertion of the lead network.
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For autonatic tracking, the system will be stable provided
sufficient damping can be added to the computer unit to provide
the proper stability number of + 0,2, Since this is not possible
with the present computer, it is recommended that this unit be re-
designed for the use of density 1.0 damping fluid, provided it is
deemed advisable to give this system further study.
3. General.
System Number 1 as set up in the laboratory was not a satis-
factory replacement for the elevation channel of the A-1 Sight,
due to tracking instability. Y/ith increased damping, however, it
is considered that this system would be superior because of
greater sensitivity and durability and lighter weight.
For use in a fully automatic system, the configuration of




DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS
This Appendix enumerates and completely describes the e-
quipment and components employed in the two fighter aircraft
fire control systems analyzed in Chapters II and III. Certain
calibration data for these components, necessarily determined
for a more complete study, are included,
1. Gyro Unit.
The functional components of the gyro unit include the
single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopic element, the microsyn
torque generator, the microsyn signal generator and the vis-
cous damper.
Torque from the gyroscopic element is opposed by viscous
damping torque due to the relative angular velocity between the
float ana the gyro case, and by torque fed back through the
torque generator. The moving member is floated in damping
fluid of aensity 2 and aligned by pivots in jewel bearings. The
small b earing loads resulting from the flotation scheme allow
operation at very low friction levels.
This gyro unit is hermetically sealed and thus is free from
environmental effects such as dust and humidity. It operates
satisfactorily at any temperature from -65OF to I6OOF, and warms
up to a preset, stabilized temperature in 10 minutes after tem-
perature stabilization in -65°F, ambient. Accelerations up to
10 gravities have no important effect upon operation, while op-
eration with reduced performance will continue up to 100 gravi-
ties. Altitude pressure equivalents from sea level to 100,000
feet have no effect upon the operation of the unit. A cutaway
drawing of the gyro unit is shown on Fig. A-1.
A brief description and the performance characteristics of
the functional components of the gyro unit follow:
a, Microsyn torque generator
The torque generator for this gyro unit is of the 2-inch mi-
crosyn type and is a 4-pole electromagnetic device designed to
operate on either alternating or direct current. It is con-
nected mechanically to the gyro gimbal shaft and, when supplied
with proper excitation, it provides a torque to the roto which
is independent of angle, but proportional to the square of the
excitation current. A detailed description of this unit appears
in Instrumentation Laboratory Engineering Memorandum No, 64II-E-
IS.
A sensitivity calibration was made on this torque generator
and is shown in Table A-1 and Figure A-2. The sensitivity of the
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torque generator for current squared in, torque out, was de-
termined by taking the slope of the curve of Figure A-2, o
This sensitivity, S, , ,2 »» ^^^ found to be 40 dyne-cm/lniaTItgjgvi
J
M)
b. Microsyn Signal Generator.
The signal generator for this gyro unit is also of the 2-inch
microsyn type and is designed to operate at 100 ma, 400 cps ex-
citation current. When operating under these conditions, the
sensitivity of the signal generator for angle in, voltage out,
is given as 32 millivolts/milliradian by Instrumentation Labora-
tory Memorandum No. 6411-H-2 (revised). However, by varying the
excitation current to a maximum of 400 ma, 1000 cps, the sensi-
tivity may be set at any value up to 300 millivolts/milliradian,
c. Gyroscopic Element
The gyro element of this unit is driven by a 3-phase, 400
cps hysteresis type synchronous motor turning at 12,000 rpm.
The operating voltage of this unit is from 10 to 12 volts. The
angular momentum of the gyro wheel under these conditions is
105 gram-(cm)2/sec , with other angular momenta possible by vary-
ing the speed of the wheel from 6,000 to 12,000 rpm. The moment
of inertia of the gyro gimbal assembly is 285 gram- (cm) 2,
TABLE A-1 GYRO UNIT TORQUE GENERATOR SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION





(mils/sec) (ma) (ma) 2 (dyne- cm)
13.09 6 36 1,309
26. Ig B 64 2,618
52.36 11.5 132 5,236
104.72 16.1 259 10,472
209.44 23.0 52g 20,944
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d. Viscous Damper,
Viscous damping is provided by floating the rotating member
inside the hermetically sealed case in a damping fluid of densi-
ty 2. The fluid in this gyro unit has a viscosity of approxi-
mately 600 centipoises, providing a damping coefficient of 105
dyne- (cm) sec/radian at 16o2F. However, density 2 class fluids
are available in a viscosity range of from to 1500 centipoises,
permitting selection of damping coefficients from to 250,000
dyne- ( cm ) sec/radian
.
2. Torque Generator Amplifier.
The torque generator amplifier used in the feedback loop was
loaned for this study by Mr, J, R. Rogers of the Instrumentation
Laboratory. In brief, it consists of a phase-sennitive detector
and tv.o parallel channels consisting of a demodulator and a di-
rect current amplifier. Also in each channel is a square root
network. The arrangement permits a constcint sensitivity for vol-
tage in, current squared out.
This sensitivity was checked, as is shown in Table A-2 and
Figure A-3, and was found to be 0.329 (ma)2/inv. It may be seen
from Figure A-3 that the current squared is a linear function of
the voltage throughout the range of voltages pertinent to the
problem.
To insure that the square root networks were linear, the net-
works for both channels of the amplifier were checked as is shown
in Tables A-3 and Figure k-U,
The most important advantage of using this type of ampli-
fier is that the ouiescent output is zero, which means that
additional friction in the gyro pivots due to side force of
the torque generator at zero signal does not exist,
A wiring diagram for the torque generator amplifier is
shown in Figure A-5.
3, Computer Unit,
The functional components of the computer unit include
two microsyn torque generators, the microsyn elastic restraint
generator, the microsyn signal generator and the viscous
damper.
bignals received by the input torque generator are opposed
by elastic restraint generator torque due to float angular dis-
placement and viscous damping torque due to float angular veloci-
ty. Modifying inputs are received through the second torque
generator and the elastic restraint generator.
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TABLE A- 2 . CALIBRATION OF TORQUE GENERATOR AMPLIFIER
^(ainp)(e,i2)(av) ' 0.329 1^
Counterclockwise Rotation Clockwise Rotation
«sg ^tg i2^tg) ^tg
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Mtg)
(volts) (ma) (ma)2 (ma) (ma)2
.003 .SO .64 1.3 1.69
.01 1.10 1.21 2.3 5.27
.02 2.30 5.27 3.4 11.6
.05 4.2 17.6 5.3 28.0
.07 4.S 23.0 6.1 37.1
.10 5.7 32.4 6.8 46.1
.20 7.7 59.1 8.7 75.4
.50 12.6 153.5 13.2 174
.7 15.0 225 15.3 234
1.0 ia.2 331 18.3 334
1.5 22.2 492 22.3 496
2.0 25.7 660 25.4 643
2.5 29.2 852 28.3 800
3.0 32.5 1055 31.4 984
As in the case of the gyro unit, the computer unit operates
satisfactorily from temperatures of -65 F to I65 F, acceleration
loadings up to 10 p^ravities, altitude pressure equivalents from
sea level to 100,000 feet and is similarly hermetically sealed
and thus impervious to dust and humidity. It is likewise temper-
ature stabilized, and reaches preset operating temperature in
ten minutes.
A cutaway drawing of the computer is shown in Figure A-6
and an exploded view photograph appears as Figure A-7.
A brief description and the performance characteristics
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FIG. A-3. CALIBRATION OF TORQUE GENERATOR AMPLIFIER.
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a. Microsyn Torque Generator.
The torque generator for the computer unit is essentially
the same as that for the gyro unit, so a repetition of its de-
scription and operation will not be necessary. The principal
difference in the torque generator units is in their sensitivi-
ties, the sensitivity of the computer torque generator being
given as 38.3 dyne-(cm)/(ma)2 ^y Instrumentation Laboratory
Memorandum Mo. 6411-H-9. The other torque generator in the com-
puter has still a different sensitivity, but it was not used in
this study.
b. Microsyn Elastic Restraint Generator.
As in the case of the torque generator and signal generator
previously described, the elastic restraint generator is a four-
pole, electromagnetic device of the 2-inch microsyn type connected
TABLE A-
3
CALIBRATION OF SQUARE ROOT NETWORK




























































































directly to the computer shaft. When supplied with the
proper excitation, it provides a restraint proportional to
angular displacement and to the square of the excitation
current. A more detailed description of this unit appears
in Instrumentation Laboratory Engineering Memorandum No.
64II-E-I7.
The sensitivity of this unit is given as 0,25 dyne-(cm)/
mr-(ma)2 by Instrumentation Laboratory Memorandum No. 64II-H-9.
The elastic restraint generator was used as a range input
to the system as is described in Chapter III of this analysis.
c. Microsyn Signal Generator.
The signal generator for the computer unit is essentially
the same as that for the gyro unit, so a repetition of its de-
scription and operation will not be necessary. The principal
difference in the two is in their sensitivities, the sensitivi-
ty of the computer signal generator being p;iven as 27.5 mv/mr
at 100-ma, /fOO-cps excitation current by Instrumentation Labor-
atory iHemorandum Number 64II-H-9.
d. Viscous Damper.
Viscous damping in the computer is provided in the same
manner as in the gyro unit. However, the viscosity of the
damping fluid in the computer was 1700 centipoiseSj providing
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APPEND IJt C
GLOSSARY OF SYIvlBOLS AND T£HMS
The system of notation adopted for use in this thesis
has been selected because it fulfills the following desira-
ble objectives:
1. it is easily learned.
2. It is adaptable to a wide range of situations,
3. It is built up almost exclusively of characters
found on the keyboard of a standard American typewriter.
4. Any one of the compound symbols of the system is
readily interpreted without recourse to an extensive glossary.
A few simple examples suffice to explain the operation
of the notation system. These examples are shown in Table C-3^
The short table of key symbols given at the end of the explan-
ation will then furnish sufficient information to enable any
compound symbol to be correctly interpreted, and to provide
the necessary tools for the generation of new symbols.
The symbology used throughout is intended to agree with
the system of notation originated by Dr. C. S. Draper of the


































(tg amp) Torque Generator Amplifier
TABLiL C-3
TYPICAL EXAMPLES SHOWING HOW SYMBOLS ARE COMPOUNDED
FROM THE ELEMENTARY FORMS
S./.,p\ Sensitivity of the indicating system
^
' for angle in, prediction angle out
S Sensitivity of prediction system for
P'^jP) angular velocity in, prediction angle
out





1 Single-Degree-Of-Freedom Gyro Unit, Serial No. 2.
1 USAF Computer Unit, Serial No. 142.
1 AAF A-1 Sight Head, Serial No. 665096.
1 AAF A-1 Sight Servo Amplifier, Serial No. 66509S.
1 Torque Generator Amplifier.
1 Stromberg-Carlson Linear Amplifier, Serial No. 411-2SS.
2 btromberg-Carlson Linear Amplifier, Model AU-34.
1 Pioneer Autosyn, Serial No. AY-I4-G.
1 300 Volt, Ac B supply. Serial No. 505-501.
1 400 cps Vacuum Tube Fork, Serial No. 673.
1 Kenyon 3-Phase Transformer, Serial No. S 23939.
1 Bogen Linear Amplifier, model PH-10.
1 Phase Shifting Network.
1 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter, Serial No. 411-297.
1 Cornell Uubilier Decade Capacitor, Serial No. 4II-24S.
1 Variac.
1 AC Milliameter, Serial No. 77070.
1 GAP/R Electronic Simulator.
Various Simpson Voltmeter-Ohmeter-Milliameters, Dumont Cathod<




This appendix contains the tables of data from which are
plotted the sensitivity curves in Chapters II and III.
TABLE II-l
















PREDICTION PERFORMAHCE OF SYSTFJf NO. 1











6.5^5 2.0 2.5 U k.Z 6 6.2
13.09 5.0 '*.9 8 B.k 11 12.3
26.18 10 9.8 16.5 16.7 25 2U.5
52.36 19 19.6 33 33.5 50 i49
104.72 39.5 39.2 68 67 110 98
209.^44 78.5 78.
U
136 13U - --
TABLE I 1-3
TRACKINO HATIO Ve TRACKING FREQUENCY FOR SYSTEM NO. 1
Cg = .058 X 10^ AND Cg = .U52 X 1(P "^^^""^
"tr






























(mils) M (mils) (mv)
6.5^5 3 30 3 38
X3.09 9 90 6 68
26.18 19 170 16 160
52.36 37 320 36 330
104.72 79 690 77 690
209 .Wf 163 1/fOO 157 1400
=«.«»"' 'SStif
SENSITIVITIES, CHARACTERISTICS TIMES AOT COEFTICIEKTS
FOE THE ANALYSIS OF SYSTH-. NO. 2
dyne-cm-sec
mllllradlan S 2-0 2'; iesezSS


























W FCfR R^ = 6000 FEET AT SEA LEVEL
i2(ei) X 276(ma)2 (CT)g=.1395 sees. (GT)e= 1.882 aecs.



















W FOR R = 3000 FEET AT SEA LEVEL
4e.) -919 (ina)2 (CT)g ».1395 sees. (CT)^ = .566 sees.



















TABLE 1 1 1-5
/ kTt \ » rn
P
"(cLrpcw.p)
W FOR R - 1200 H:KT AT SEA LEVEL
^(er)' ^^'^ ^""^^^ ^^"^^g^ '^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^o= *^^
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(AR),„ „,. Vs. W FOR VARIOUS RANGES(CL^TL)
AT SEA LEVEL - SYSTEM NO. 2
w
(rad/sec) R^ = 6000 ft.
(^")(CI.TL)
H^ = 3000 ft.
(^>(CI.TL)
H = 1200 ft.
0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.5 1.080 0.982 0.990
1 1.119 0.945 0.957
2 1.136 0.873 0.840
3 0.680
5 l.UO 0.850 0.354
6 0.256
7 0.242
10 1.053 0.920 0.447
20 1.020 0.973 0.815
iW 1.005 0.993 0.946
70 1.000 0.998 0.983
100 1.000 0.999 0.992
73
TABLE III-9
(DRR) Vs. P. iVT SEA LEVEL FOR














600 8500 .0632 .2007 .UO + .300
L200 3175 .164 .3035 .375 - .240
1800 1860 .280 .4200 .640 - .523
2ii00 1270 .410 .5500 .938 - .708
3000 919 .566 .7060 1.295 - .834
3600 706 .737 .8770 1.685 - .920
^00 540 .964 1.104 2.200 - .992
4800 430 1.210 1.350 2.770 -1.050
5400 344 1.510 1.650 3.460 -1.100
6000 276 1.885 2.025 4.313 -1.130
74
TABLE III-IO







(CT)^ = 0.1395 SECONDS




600 8500 .140 .2795 ^.500
1200 3175 .375 .5150 .271
1800 1860 .64D .780 .180
2400 1270 .938 1.078 .130
3000 919 1.295 1.435 .097
3600 706 1.685 1.825 .077
4200 540 2.200 2.340 .060
^800 430 2.770 2.910 .047
5-400 34A 3.460 3.600 .038










control system with im-
proved components
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